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Tas SOCIOLOC' CF KNOWLEDGE AND CONTEXTUAL EFFECTS:
MAIM i.:ONSIROCTION IN RURAL SCROOLS

WIllIam W. Falk
Louisiana sate UnIversity
Baton Rouge, Louisiana U.S.A.

sociologi _d rural sncicilogists in particular)

aye much co- ---,toed -Irh understanding social struct

the _ntial add de to the Rural Jociological Society

have had acme structur 1 referent d, often, of et:pulse, a concern

for rural sociology's future). It has the organ -ationel--

yi -a-vis arganaing-dimenston of rural society that seems to have

inf'erested those calling taema yes "rural so iologists." This,

by itself , is not necessarily bad exçt that it has led to

general acceptance of structur 1-1,:unctionalism perhaps, systems

theJ-y for sole) with its accompanying i-eel of real people. We can

safely say that Homan's (1964) plea to "bring men ba k in" has been

largely igucred ha rural sociology. With ll due respect to my rural

sociology colleagues, we are very short on real people in our analyses

but rath _r inundated by institutions, system , sub-systems and the like.

*Paper presented at the Four h World Congress for Rural SociclogY,
Torun, Poland, 1976. Development of this paper vas sponsored by the
Louisiana Agricultural Experiment Station as a contribution to LAES
Projects 11-1780 and 1231R. The author aPpreciates the suggestions and
assistance of Beth Wroten, F. Andrew Deseran, and Kenneth L. Nyberg.
The contents of the paper are solely the responsibility of the
author.
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As Ho ln's sggested, our jagen may have gotten the beter of us%

to where we ',awe reified .omo thf

acquired a "Iral" status

Sooner

so long that they have

All-7,91-1e a struett:tal sys en, appL oach (or,

matt-1r, confltt one) in this papQr I %fish tu int- jlic,it liat T hnve

sur ned is oach to Trral oriology. ft lu an app*roach

hns received ir

hut lit lo (1

attontiol n both 3rftluJ awl ALI rican --e1o1ogy

attu7-nt1on in rural, amiolo Y. This appruh is

related to the sociology of knuledg(-) and is best labelled as "phenomeno-

logicl sociolc:gy" (Heap and Roth, 1973) with a supporting activity

called "ethnomethodology" (Gavfinkel, 1967),

have f in goals in this paper: (1) to briefly revlew

slecIted articles whicb have discuss-d the conceptualization of

"rural." aim here is to indicare just how consistently structurally-

bound rural sociologists have been. (2) I wish to outline certain

principles in the sociology of knowledge which have rather profound

episternological implications for both rur 1 sociology's method and s

stance. (3) I uill brlafly discuss certain aspects of Husserl'!-, and

Schutz's phenomenology and Carfinkel's ethnomethodology and reLate those

to rural social gy. (4) Drawing heavily on Beror and Luckmanm (1966),

but with references to others as well, I will use the sCttin of rural

schools as a case in point for where our analyses might be enriched by

a sociology -f kn- ledge-pheno enological-ethnomethodological approach

concerning itself with "reality construction." Le: me srat e here, I

offer no theory of knowledge nor philosophical discourse into the
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metaphysics of rural sociology--it is beyond my aim and ability to do

either of these things. What I do offer is a radically diffe--nt per-

spec -ive for debate anong rural sociologists A persnective that m g

enable us to better understand tia rural folk in \Jtom ye are intorested.

Rural-Urban: Smi1ar or Dissimilar?

When I first proposed _his paper ght that I would bc able to

blithely sail along to a discussion of rural schools, with little

)_ohlem as to what I meant by "rural," !I

rural sociology seminar this spring, it once

in teaching a graduate

bec me apparent to

me 1 poorly unde stood the coneept "rural" is. Sooner than tzeat

this conceptual I :oblem in depth, I have chosen to cite relevant studies

from the two rnajor rural sociology journals (1) Rural SocioluL and

( ) Sociologia Ruralis. This gives us d list but a good one

none'heless to assess hot.: rural sociologists have dealt with a concept

central to much of their work.

No one in recent years has evinced as much concern for good theory

and con_ ptualiation in rural sociology as has healer (1963; 1965;

1966; 1969; 1975). knd among Ills concerns has been grappling with

the c- cept of rural or "rurality" (healer, et al., 1965). While

recognizing the need fbr conceptual clarity, the conclusion reached

1965 (and, I must assume, still agreed upon today) w _s to not under-

take "the Ispossible derivation of a definitive me ning for rural"

(p. 266, emphasis given by me). In short, the concept rural is multi-

faceted and there will be no one conceptualization of it suitable for
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all occasions (as will he seen shortly, my own conclusion is similar

to this nithougE for dif2erat reasons); its use is conditional. In

aJditlon to this conc]usion, tho Bealer, et al. article io important

boriuse it well illustraten rural sociology's penchant for structural-

type varil.Ke, not only in its own nnal,!sis but in its citation of

others V-2 eell. The three dominant orientations within the concept7s

use wole smmariaod as ecological, occupational, and sociocultural

(principally, values). The Boaler et al. article concluded by suggesting

thnt a composite definition (of the three structural qualities ) might

have the most appeal. In a later work by Willits and Bealer (1967) which

a 'tempted to empirically evaluate a composite definition, they concluded

than "the empirical utility...appears questionable based on our study"

(p. 177). Thus the concept "rural" leaves us in much the same state

as a concept like social class, or community, or perhaps alienation--

we are quite certain that it is there, real people use it in waya that

are meaningful to them, and yet it is damnably difficult -o ge

scientists to agree on exactly (in scientific terms) that to which

the concept refers.

While all of the work cited by Dealer appears in Rural Sociolo, it

is equally insightful (or, some may say, not insightful) to examine

selected articles in Sociltar Ruralis. In either case, much of the

history of the conceptual debate has bees grounded, in two :interrelated

1
dichotomiesrural-urban and Gemetnschaft-Gesellachaft. The Toennies

formulatioi of Gemeinschaft-Gesellschaft led to a typological analysis,

as though the two were opposing forces. At least from Dewey (1960) on,

some sociologists have been warning other sociologists about the potential
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problems of a ru -1-urb-- typology or continuwn. In addition, as Pahl

(1966) pointed out, t -q-e was the problem of reification wherein the

continuum acquired as ontologically "real"

From its inception, Sociolo Rut-ails ha published articles

examining the "rural-urb, confusion. Hofstee (1960) depicted an

increasing tre'd toward a rational, . llschaft-type of social

organization, but said little about the "rur 1" except that its

organIzational uniqueness (i.e. Gemeinscha uality) was being

subsu cd by the move toward Gesellschaft society. Anderson (1963)

has pointed out certain aspects (e.g., work, time, leisure) of what ee

sees as "different sph -,s" (-. 8). His argument is that each sphere

is in some ways unique. Counter to these articles was the seminal

article by Pahl (1966) who severly criticized the very idea of a

rural-urban continuum and suggested, instead, that there were many

continua and discontinuitien both within and between rUral and urban

areas. For Pahl, groups and individuals were to be of central interest

via such con- pts as role, social networks, patron-client relationship,

and local and national systems. He concluded that, "Any attempt to tie

particular patterns of social relationships to specific geographical

milieux is a singularly fruitless exe=cise" (p. 322). A later exchange

between Pahl (1967) and a critic (Lupri, 1967) again leaves one uncertain

as to e7actly how useful making sharp rural-urban contrasts may be.

And if they are to be made, one is equally uncertain as to the best

approach to take. 'Thus questions of both substance and _ethod are at

issue i- any appraisal of something which many rural sociologists are

7
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convinced is there--If there is no " ural, U can ther- be a ru

sociology

In summary, if Beaier ct_al, are correc (and there seems to

be little reason to doubt them hough their cle was publish d a

decad 4,go), the vdst majori y of conce tualization- of
' ur 1" have

had structural epistemologies. This is so not only in its adherence

to such Indicators of the concept as ecological, occupational and

sociocultural qualities. The force of the Impression is even greater

when wc constder the phrases Beeler et pl. use in concluding that a

"solely sociocultural defi ition" vould be unsuitable. These phrases

include reasoning such as "administrative and professional pressures

that there -might be ions problems in obtaining support from

traditional sources where interests center on a commercial farmer"

(emphasis mine ) and "the historical position of rural sociology [in

the U.S.A..] in the land-gramt university could be altered from a

relatively infependent department in the school of agriculture to a

speciality -ithin sociology" (p. 266). From the Kuhnian (1970)

perspective, it does not take tremendous insight for a sociologist

of science to see a eertan ideologically-tainted epistemological position

apparent here, even in so se mingly apolitical a task as concept_ lizing.

While Pahils article gives some hope for a less structural approach

(especially in reference to Coffman), the argument, that we have been

less than imaginative in our conceptualizing ' u al" s ems more com-

pelling than not.



A Glance at the Soci logy of Knowledge

AB implied above, the sociology of knowledge may have much to

tell us about why we have conceptualized "-u al" as we have (or,

as the cane may be, have n--). Additionally, it may help us if we

are to continue to search for what is meant by "rural." It Is to the

soe' logy of knowledgc llbeit briefly, that we now trun.

For soLiologsts, a good starting point in the sociology of

knowledge -s

that "man's conscIousness i- determined by his social being" (Berger

and Luckmann, 1966 5-6). Durkheim because of his stress on social

facts, his society sulzeneris, and his work on religion which laid a

framework for an elemental sociology of knowledge wherein religion

was conceived of as a social construction which influenced thought.

And Weber because of his Insistence on subjective meanings and on

interpretative sociology. All three men were cognizant of kno ledge as

a social product not only in its social fact status but in its very

internalization through consciousness and thought and as manifested

in ideation.

Analytically, we raise two assertions here: f Lst, it is possible

to seek some understanding of --n's consciousness of things quite

independent of any and all social conditions. It matters not how he

ca e to think as he does. What matters, first ar.d.foremost, Is (a) that

he thinks, cognates, has consciousness of something (i.e. his con-

sciousness has intentionality) and that that "some thing" is o_ i_terest

to the analyst and (b) that it is possible to discover how he--as

Durcheim and Weber. Marx because of his notion

9



actor -cunceptuaiize _ that about which he chinks. Wbat this por'ends

then is some ability to deal with a s_ciology of 1angwgn as part of

sociology of knowledge so that the analyst can "understand" (in the

erian sense of e el-kende. ) what the actor thinks about a particular

thing or ohje in what wyy the object has meaning for

Second, it is oasthl.u=-Iiavi m= dalved and (b)--to un

how the indiv 1 has c me tG Think as he has. While the first asser-

tion may be criticized on the grounds of being too pheriornonologlcally

reductionistie (i.e. , raising nuos ions of individual, subje tively

appraised consciousness and the essences of things gotten there from),

the second assertion is e rtainly more in line with traditional

sociological thought in its possibility for affiliation with a

stru_ ural basis. In either case, her- enentics is of concern since

each has meThological premisc attendant to it. In the first assertion,

one sees the argument for a rather anti-positivistic ( lthongh not

necessarily anti-scientific) sociology concerning itseif with the

individual's "understandia d especially as this is grounded (or

more symbolically approp iote, "played out") in the everyday world.

In the second assertion, the question asked is fundaental1y different--

it asks how structure influences -he individual's thought, his cognition

about certain objects. This latter instance is more like the sociology

of knowledge discussed by Mannheim (1960) and Merton (1968). It is

here that the social structure is given greater importance.

My plea is not f-r a sociology of knowledge which aspires to

finding truth (or truths), as Stark (1958) and Scheler (1970) have

10
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suggested, hut, more fundamenta ly, for an understalding of what people

accept as "kno and which for them acquires a quality which we can

call "taken-for-grantednes " In short, my s ciology of knowledge

is more interested in whatever it is that people are willing to accept

in own "organizing frameworks" (versus "organizational") and

Jach they tako ao al insofar as it makes their social lives

meaningful for them. T is obviously, then, a situational sociology

of kno ledge conceined with both the actor's conception of reality and

the influence of transactor considerations on this conception. I

say "trans- tor" because I do not mean to include only such sui generis

things as societie rather, I mean to include, at a more fundamental

level of analysis and abstraction, those relationships which lend

themselves to intersubjectivity whereby at least two actors are in

agreement about either reality entoto or some " lice of reality"

(Schutz 1970).

My sociology of knowledge, then, is much like that of Berger and

Luckmann (1966); "The sociology of knowledge is concerned with the

analysi- of the social constructio- of reality" (p 3). Again drawing

on Berger and Luckmann, I define "reality" as phenomena that have

being independent of our own volition" (we cannot 'wish them away')

and...'Knowledge' as the certainty that phenomena are real and that

they possess specific characteristics" (p. l). 2
This sociology of

knowledge is most concerned with ccmnonsense knowledge because it is

here that we may come closest to understandIng meanings as they are

intersubjectively constituted. And as should be apparent by now, all

11
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of these arc escoticed in a theoretic framwork which has as its

princip1,2 can-n a situational determinate. Thus what is accepted as

"reality- and "knowledge" will be dependent on varying social conteNts.

The ideas from Schutz (1970)

"life-world" (Lebe

of the situatior

(1934).

But what, you might well

"seat in life" (Sitz in Leben) and a

as well as W. I. Tho ' (196) "definition

includ and there Is a large debt o"-sd to Road

does for rural sociology?

For me, it means a radical sb:[ft in focus. IE oae accepts the p

of a socially constructed world, then rural sociologists may engage

in analyses of their discipline as a social construct and their own

perspectives as influencing and having been influenced by Che discipline's

structur- In short, we nay appiaise the obj ctive nature of the

discipline the etructu _t seems to exist independent of us " ut

there") as well as its subjective side (what we have internalized and

individually understand it to be). Furthermore, if ve clearly understand

what this bodes for us, it will enable us to be cognizant of our life

situations and how this influences our concepts. rt may also free us

imaginatively wrestle with just such a concept aa 'rural"

appears to have been; t- date- my own scorecard has the concept winning

all fal-

So far as I can ascertain, there is no good reason why rural

sociologists have been so enamored wi h the structural model. Is it

because of the deep insights it gives us into rural life, especially

as that life is lived by rural peop1-9 But a further question, rem ins:

Who are these peopl, in holm a rural sociology depends? To that, a

moment.

1 2



Plienornenological Sociology and Ethnomethodology: Helpful or Helples

Aphenomenologist friend of mine recently told me that in his

bref excursion into rural sociology writings he was struck by how

little the writings conveyed what it is like to live in a rural area.

His _ellt went so-ething like this: "If you visited a rural area

or met sonm rural people, you w_uld never recognize them from what

6,3
rural sociologists have id aboUt them (This may be much like

Einstein's comment about a scientist's descriptio- of the soup still

not allowing one to experien e the s ip's fl Vhile the sa e could

no doubt be said about urban sociologists and urban folk, his comment

illustrates something we have if4r1 dealt with. If one uses a U.S.

census deli ition of rural, it does not take long to visit places with

more than 2,500 residents (in many instances, places of far more than

2,50 ) which certaInly seem different from New York City. An agri-

cultural definition is similarly proble Ttic, especially with part-time

farmers and agricultural workers, although the presence of farmland

indicates a shift to a more non-ashphat world. Ever more problematic

iS a, sociocultural definition since we can quicklyusually in our

oum experiencesrecall people in urban settings uho seemed awfully

provincial in their Weltenschallmtl. Thus we are right where we started--

what is meant by "rural"?

In rs_ ent years, sociology has undergone the angs of a sociology

of sociology (Friedrichs, 1970; Gouidner, 1970) wbich has re -lted in

numerous catalogs of its uany paradigms (Ritzer, 1975; Turner, 1974).

Among the newer of these paradigms has been phenomenological sociology

13
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and etbnomethodology (which some, knowingly, nay choose to call

anethmamethod logy). If they are understo d, both may ha-e something

to say to rural sociology.

Phenomenology is concerned Qithconsciousriess, objects -f con-

sciousness possibilities, and in general meanings (Nyberg 1974).

Much of Lhis, stem ing from Husserl, is tied to an awareness of

essences. As Lauer has pointed out (and in support of our notion of a

situated reality):

Phenomenology is concetved of as a return to 'things'... The
color 'reld' is no less a thing than is a horse, since each
has ;tri 'essence' which is entirely independent of any concrete,
contingent existence it may have... In this sense an imaginary
object has its distinct essence just as truly as does a 'real'
object. Whether an object is real or fictitious can be determined
by an analysis of the act of which it is an object _auer,
1965:9).

In science, phenomenology addresses itself to the " of our

scientific concepts; it becomes the foundation of scien ific "kn -ledge."

For Eusserl, "there can be nothing which cannot be known 'phen e--lo-

gically' (to think 'it, to conceive lit,' is to constitute lit' as

- phenomena and thereby to leave it within the r alm of phenomenology)."

(Nyberg, 1974:7). Husserl used the epoche to eliminate "...any position

of factual existence" (Lauer, p. 49), to uupand or bracket cognitive

concern about reality. "The suspension of doubt or disbelief functions

for the phen me_ologist aL does a Vacuum for the physicist* in that all

elements not of tha phenomena under examination are 'sealed off' from

the phenomena" (Nyberg, p. 10).

Hethodologically, Huss _1 calls Tor a series of psychological

reductions to make possible the apprehension of intentional consciousness



whereby the subject is constituted as subject. This makes under-

standable the concern with objects of consciousness, consciousn

itself, and possibilities because the corresponding verb tenses would

be past, present, and future--or, put differently, things that have

been, are presently, and may be. As hamilton has stated, in his

discussion of phenomenology:

social reality lc constructed by men's consciousness, then
its nature can only he studied reflexively, by acts of pure
reflection (the 'phenomenological reduction'): any attempt
to apply natural scientific methods of objective research or
experimentation to the study of social reality are in these
terms fundamentally erroneous... For our knowledge of social
and natural reality is tm fact identical with that reality:
as our knowledge changes so also changes the reality that it
constitutes (Hamilton, 1974:137).

depict Husserl as the foundi g father, here, then Schutz

vas certai 1- leading disciple and one who made phenomenology more

LJ

sociological. Schutz (2967; 1970) extended Max Weber both substan-

tively (with the concept of action) and methodologically (with the

ideal type and discussion of ve stehe-de ). His approach bordered

closely on an abst act syrbolic interaction with focus on the structures

of the life-world, typifications, ethers, and intersubjectivity. Our

knowledge of oth rs was to be validated in the face-to-face situation

(Douglas, 1971:51). As Heap and Roth (1973) observe, much of Berger

-and Luckman (1966) work is akin to Sehutz's phenomenology, hence

its relevance in this paper.

Sooner than take this any further, let me stop bere. Suffice it

to say.that this is difficult "stuff" but provocative in its possibility

for orienting us toward another view of thevorld; akin to Castenada's

1 a



(1968) "extra-ordinary reality," phenomenology may offer us a world

view which we have thus far not seen. What this portends for a

reflexive rural sociology is a p_rspective OA:hin which we may access

a new world. It may not entail an -"-alternati

14

Berger and Luckmann,

1966:157-61) but then again it riight. As I have ntated earlier, if

given serious consIderation, the impact may be suff±cint to cause

rural sociologists to -e)Lamine their claim to a - ientific metaphysics

and the epistemologi licatl' s therein, At a -inimum, it should

help rurtil sociology in pursuing the elusive meaning of "- al"; after

all, "rural" is simply a symbolic shorthand reflected bY a "logic-in-use"

(Kaplan, 1964). We give meaning to it in our daily use of it--it has a

commoasense, everyday life quality when we use it in a taken-for-granted

am n-- (Polanyi, 1958). Its meaning may be typified differently in

differnt situations -e.g., in lay versus seientifl- usage. It is

intersubjectivell; understood, given meaning, and us d in typified ways

and therefore should be amenable to verstebende analysis from the

variously typified actors' (i.e., rural sociologists) points of view.

Vhile phenomenology has a strong anti-positivistic bent, ethno-

methodology at least would appear to be more empirically Possible.

Heap and Roth (1973) point out, whereas phen menology focuses on meaning

in immediate consciousness, rthn methodology is more concerned with

"the immediately present, directly observable social situation" (P. 364),

the sit at d practice which produces for the actors and others "the

sense of objective social structurea".(p. 364). While cost sociologists

would agree that meaning is important, "ethnosociologists try to analyze

16
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just how people go about finding a meaning In their mutual actio

doing interpretation, i.e., the procedure of understanding the other,

is thc phenomenon under investigation" (Dreitzel, 1970:xi). Again,

this necessItates a rather different focus for mainstream sociology

and its practitioners.

Although Garfinkel (1967) and Cicourel (1964 ) have been the

chief propozents of ethnomethodologY, Wilson (1970) has contrasted the

ethno-icrarpretive paradigm with the nor tive paradigm. It is the

normative paradigm's (wherein, I would assert, the bulk of rural

sociology falls) assumption of stable, shared symbols and meanings that

is called into question by the interpretive paradigm. For the inter-

pretive paradigm, 4
every role or behavior is taken as problematic

for th tor nd other since the rules for behavior are continually

called into question. Cicourel (1970) discussion of this is well

taken for academics by his oxarip1e of the fi t-year college professor

who must negotiate his status and role with such varied others as clerical

staff, students and faculty colleagues: to some he is a consequential

figure (by deference "Dr."), but to others he is less cons q -ntial

(hence, on a first-name basis perhaps) while his own reactions to others

may range from deferential Mr., Mrs. (Ms.) first-name basis, to a

deference t ward certain colleagues leading to the use of honorifics

like "Professor." As Dreitzel says, "Thus out of.a mutual process of

defi ing and redefining the relevant or 'meaningful' elements of situa-

tionn, something like a social structure, however unstable, gradually

eme " (1970:KiI).

1 7
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What ethnomethodology has to say to rural sociology is that the

focus on the normative, the organizational, may be insufficient. Even

if we could know the normative typifications (situational or situated

nor , we still would not under tend their problematic aspect and

how people, through i action, construct frameworks within which

certain rules of behavior evolve and are adhered to by the actors. But

is awareness and understanding of this kind of process that indicates

just how frail what we call "social str c e" is. In stati tical

terms, social structure is akin to the mean of the means with no

examination of the variability; it i- the norms themselves which are of

interest and tiny variation is subsumed ander "deviance." As Eme on

(1970) has shown, to sustain the normative definition of things requires

a good deal of work on everyone's part and sonm degree of va ability

is often found.

As Garfinkel (1967) would direct his students to question tlose

who ask them "How are you?" so might we question those who claim

say "I am a rural sociologist." Wbat La meant by the statement? "I

am a rural sociologist" indicates identity., whereas "I d- :ural sociology"

indicates activity.. Assuming that an explanation is at hand for "sociology,"

the only problem is defining 'rural.' In either case a pattern of rules

vill be involved for both ..7.ientific exchange as well as generally

communicative behavior. Ibis is indicative of a kind of rational/non-

rational or contemplatedftaken-forgrarrted schism. We use the concept

rural and its meanIng is situated unfortunately, I'm not at all certain

that we koow what our rural clientele has in mind when they use it.
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interpretive paradigm would at least address itself to this aspect of

the c nceptual dilemma. In what contexts d- rural people use the

concept? Do they refer to themselves as " u al"? Are their meanings

invariant within contexts or i,- there divergence here as ell? Do

they use it in an areal context or is it more abstractly used to _fer

to sone invisible communi y's 47_!1Lt2a1511,amIgn like Cran_ (1972)

"invisible colleges")?

Reality Con traction in Rural Schools

In recent yea P there has e _rged within social gy a debate a- und

"con extual effects" (Alexander aad Eckland, 1973). Th _e ;arguing for

co textual effects assert that in such places as schools there is a

trans-individual environment which influences individual behavior

(Alexander and Eckland, 1974; Boyle, 1966; Carin and Weisman, 1972;

St. John, 1970); at issue is what Wilson (1959) has called 'normative

climates." This chesi is much like Darkheim's "s -ial facts" with an

external, coercive quality. The critics of this (reviewed in Alexander

and Eckland, 1973) contend that this "effect" is spurious and the

result of such factors as social class, school size, etc.; in short, if

these other things are controlled, the 'effect' will disappear. Lit-le

has been eaid about the specific social interaction involved in this

although Maartiand (1968) and Crain and Wei :n (1972) have discussed

it for racially deseg _gated schools.

Since Berger and Luckmann (1966) posit society (and other le

inclu ive social a _Angements as is apparent in Berger and Kellner [1970])

as bo h objective and subjective reality, the person's conception of

9
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the school, and his place in it, assumes a dialectic quality. On the

one hand, the school exists as an objective, external facticity which

the individual encounters daily. It's realnebs is beyond questIon.

"The r ality of every day life is taken for granted as reality. It is

simply there, as self-evident and cc.npelling facticity. I know that

it is real" (Berger and Luckmann, p. 23; emphasis their's). In general

there is an ongoing correspondente between your meanings and mlne--we

share .in this cctmnonsenslcal view.

The key to understanding objective reality lies i- institutionali-

zation and legitimation. Institutionalization is important because it

entails an analysis of significant others, knowledge, language, roles,

and ,the scope of institutiolialization. Institutionalization is made

possible becau e as people i teract over time, their acts become patterned

("habitualized typification") and predictable ("reciprocal") "Insti-

tutionalization occurs whenever there is a reciprocal typIfication of

habitualized actions by types of actors" (terger and Luckmann, 54).

Much as in Schltz's typification, it is not just the acti ns that are

ified but the actors as well. And once these habitualized acts and

actors have a history, once they are passed on to a new generation

(as from pa_ent to child), they come to possess "a reality of their

own, a reality,that confronts the individual as an external and coercive

fact' (Berger and Luckmann, p. 58). What wau once.c nceived -f as a

world now becomes the world. Thus man produces a world that he then

experiences. The process by which this is all possible is threefold:

first these humanly produced products because they are exte nalized,
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they come to be transcend the individual and exist "out there. Second,

these externalized products come to be seen as having their own

objectivity, they have a real quality to them. Third, the objectivated

social world is implanted in the individual's consciousness via

socialization. This has crucial importance for a sociology of know-

ledge because

What is taken for granted as knowledge in the soLiety (or parts,
therein) comes to be coextensive with the knowable... Knowledge
about society is thus a realization in the double sense of the
word, in the sense of apprehending the ohjectivated social
reality, and in the sense of ongoingly producing the reality
(Berger and Luckmann, p. 67).

This eventuates in a coi only understood "social stock o_ knowled

that includes all we take as km-.

Legitimati-n occurs at various levels and serve_ " o make

objectively available and subjectively plausible the 'first order

objectivation- that have been insAtutionalized" (Berger and Luckmann,

p. 93). Its most important level here is the "symbolic universe," for

it is at this level of abstraction that "a whole world is created"

(p. 96). It is within this that the history of the society and the

individual's biography takes place. It is this that gives overarching

"sense" to the o-ld;,it makes plausible the meanings and order of the

world -hich -e experience.

But all of this deals with an objective reality. Its count_ part,

a subjective reality, is most impor ant for one reasonits heavy

emphasis on primary and secondary socialization. For it is socialization

by which the externalized, objective reality is internalized by the

individual. Prtmary socialization serves to give concreteness to an
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otherwise chaotic world. It "may be seen as the most important

confidenze trick that society plays on the individual--to make appear

as necessity [i.e., prescribed behaviors] what is in fact a bundle of

contingencies, and thus to make meaningful the accident of his birth"

(Berger and Luckl,nn, p. 135). And it is this type of stable cone =e-

ness that is called into question by ethnomethodologi ts for whom

virtually all behavior is an "ace- plished act " not a presupposed,

invariant phenomenon.

thr questions appear as relevant very idea of a

reality construction in rural schools. (1) Is the reality (or, the

symbolic unive se) suniehow different in rural schools than in non-rural

school (2) Is the reality constructed or transmitted differently

in rural school (3) Is the reality reacted to and internalized

differently in rural schools? Mr answers to questions (2) and (3) are

largely "no." The process of construction and transmission (at least

in part described above ) should be similar across all social situations

which exist over time--an objective world is externalized and appre-

hended by the individual and made meaning ul as it is internalized.

One's reaction to and internalization of the construct should likewise

be similar across situations. In both cases (2) and (3), significant

and generalized othe are involved for all individuals. But there i

a pronounced possibility for variation within and between rural schools
4

(or, non ural schools) due to such,th.ngs as frequency, intensity and

duration of contact with these "others." Yet even here we have the

potential for a better understanding of this "reality" if we focus on
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the "habitualized recip ocal typificationg of actions and actors"

discussed by Berger and Luckmann. Thus types of actions and types of

actors would be amenable to our analyses and help us to better appre-

hend the individual "life worlds" and shared symbolic universe to be

found in the sch-ol setting.

The analysis suggested here allows us to pursue traditional socio-

logical areas of inquiry but with greater depth and breadth. While

there is nothing especially radical about an interest in norms, sociali-

zation, and the role of institutionalized forms of behavior, there is

something unique in addressing all of this as problematic--as something

which must be negotiated and made sensible through interaction. And

it is out of this kind of focus that we are led t7 a more direct tie

ith traditional rural sociology because from this we may develop a

new awareness of the etiology and importance of social structures. It

after all, this notion of a structure which is inv6lved in a symbolic

universe. When we discuss roles (e.g., in Bertrand, 1968; and Pahl,

1966), we may do so with reference to a secondary socializationa less

personal, -ore self-detached process by which we access a plurality of

worlds (e.g., in one's occupation, in one's fraternal organizations, etc.

but whIch may not be as stable as we often assume. But as we experience

these variant processes

There will be an increasingly general consciousness of the
relativity of all worlds, including one's own, which is now
subjectively apprehended as 'a_ world,' rather than 'the world'.
[When we play at our different roles] such as situation cannot
be understood unless it is ongoingly related to its social-
structural context, which follows logically from the necessary
relationship between the social division of labor (with its con-
sequences for social structure) and the social distribution of
knowledge (with its consequences for the social objectivation of
reality) (Berger and Luckmann, pp, 172-73).
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The only thing still to be addressed is if the reality in rural

schools Is somehow different than that in non-rural schools. It is

this point that raises the issue of contextual effects because

allows for the possibility of different life-worlds and We r_lehEatigen;

it means that a somewhat different symbolic universe may be apprehended

in differently constituted social realms. In other words, you may

encounter a world view in a rural school unlike (in at least som

respects) the world view in non-rural schools. While much cL this may

be bound-up in notions of social class and a stratification system with

accompanying ideological overtones, there is still the possibility of

a residue--an effect which occurs partly as a result of but has indepen-

dence from other considerations. In sum, there may be an effect which

transcencL the "here and now" and serves as an influence on affected

individuals.

This is not so far-fetched as it may seem at first blush. Afterall,

we know that there are some rural/non-rural differew,t- in values,

occupations, and areal distributions, no matter how slight the

differences. But at this point in history we are restri ted in what we

"know" by the approach we have taken to our subject matter. My point is

that the reality of rural areas and rural schools might be more

apparent if viewed from another perspective. If this thesis is borne

out, then the definitional problem of "rural" will be closer to resolution

because the uniqueness of "rural reality" will be more appa ent. If this

direction is folio ed, the man-land relationships, the :-n-natur - -niverse

(cos ) relationships, in short the.man-given and man-- de aspects of
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rural reality may be more underst od, hence easier to comparatively

analyze with non-rural reality. And if this were to eventuate, the

knowing of what is there as "rural" would make an analysis of reality

construction in "rural schools" fees ble. While some may argue that

they ar "schools" first and "rural schoo " only as an afterthought,

the question of their constituted realness and man-made structure bears

investigation.

Conclus ions

This paper may be chastized on numerous grounds--princ pal among

them being that "rural schools" w -e given very short shift. My

defense for the paper, as written,-- is based on two premises, which

amounted to the themes of the paper. First, my own awareness of the

literature on the concept "rural" leads me to conclude that the concept,

although widely-used and somewhat understood, is poorly understood for

the purpose of "normal science" (Kuhn, 1970). Second, and for me more

importantly, our approach to such a crucial concept as rural" would

- appear to be indicative of just how influential a dominant paradigm can

be. If one hopes for a "humanistic sociology" (Lee, 1973) we must open

our eyes to the world with a "natural attitude" whereby we will see the

world as an ongoing accomplishment rather than as a taken for granted

facticity. To under tend the reality of rural schools we must under-

stand "rural" since our supposition (pr, usually, presupposition) is

that tho e attending rural schools are, themselves, rural.

ills' (1959) called for a sociological.practice that was guided

by a "sociological imagination," cognizant of man's biography with
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history. My argument in this paper 1-__s beer for a similar focus

utilizing a more qualitative methodology influenced by phenomenology

and ethnomethodology, or at a minitum symbolic interaction. Sone nay

feel about this paper lite many of those Eelt who reed Pirsig's (1974)0

_otg_LsysleMai. Xust as his book had little

on either 'zen' or 'motorcycle maintenance,' anis paper had little ov

'rural schools.' It is a question of values and, for me the value ir

this paper had less to do with rural schools ehan with a quality which

may pertain to them. If we are to unde -tand that quality. nany more

papers such as this will be necessary.

Zen and -he Art o
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FOOTNOTES

1
I recognize that this could also include other well-known polarities

like sacred-secular, traditional-modern, etc. It seems safe to say
that it is the Gemeinschaft-Gesellse.haft construct that was most
influential.

2
It is far beyond my intent here to go any further with these

concepts. Mannheim (1936), Merten (1968), Gurvitch (1971), Stark (1958),
and Phillips (1975) provide more extended statements on all of these;
an especially good, and very recent source, is Hamilton (1974).

-If he will pardon my bastardization here, this Is attributable
to my good friend Dr. Kenneth Nyberg, on whose paper, c ted above, I
have drawn heavily in this section.

4
It must be acknowledged here that Benvenuti et al. (1975) and

more directly Redclift (1975) have also argued for an interpretive or
"interpretative" approach in rural sociology. Munters (1972) article
on Weber as "rural sociologist," although discussing his comparative
sociology with a rural focus, never indicated the possibility for
Weber's emphasis on meaning, the actor, aad verstehende; this may have
been due to its concern with Weber's specific "rural" writings.
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